Game of Blogs FAQ’s

1. I have registered for the “Game of Blogs”. Now what next?
Ans. Teams of 10 bloggers will be formed randomly and the bloggers will be a part of the
allocated team throughout the activity.
2. How many rounds are there in this activity?
Ans. There are 3 rounds in this activity.
3. Do I have to blog daily for the activity?
Ans. No, you have to write just one blog post per round i.e One blog post per week.
4. Does a team have to blog daily?
Ans. Yes, There has to be a blogpost by a member in a team every day.
5. What will be the process of blogging in the team?
Ans. A point of contact/Team Leader from the Team will discuss and decide the order for the
bloggers in which the blogs will have to be written and the link will be submitted to the Point of
Contact/Team Leader and in the form here.
6. How will I know in which order do I have to blog or contact my Team members?
Ans. It will be communicated to you by the Point of Contact, you can use any form of
communication with which the team is comfortable like mails, Whatsapp, hangout etc, you can
also make a group id made for your team to get updates.
7. Is there a minimum number of entries to be submitted for a team?
Ans. Yes, Any team submitting less than 7 blog posts will be DISQUALIFIED.
Atleast, One Blog post per day from the team is mandatory and all the 10 bloggers have to Blog
in a round. However, the team will lose points if all the 10 blog posts do not come up
before the round ends
8. What if some blogger is not ready to participate after being allocated in a team?
Ans. The Point of Contact/Team leader can contact BlogAdda with the Bloggers name and after
an evaluation process, a new team member will be added to the team by BlogAdda from the
waiting list.
If there are no more bloggers in the waitlist then we allow them to get blogger friends who have
not registered for this to be a part of the team
PLEASE NOTE: Any requests for replacing a member of the team should be communicated
before the last two days of the round. Any requests on the last two days will not be entertained.

9. What will be the theme for the Blog posts?
Ans. There is no theme, The stories will be written based on the set of characters given by
BlogAdda
10. Can we create or kill a character?
Ans. You cannot kill any main character and can create only upto a maximum of 3 sub
characters.

11. Any specific instructions about writing the blog post?
Ans.
● You have to mention your team name at the top of the blog post. The team names can
be decided by the team members.
● Include the link of the previous bloggers blog post by mentioning “Read the previous part
of the story here(Hyperlink to the previous blogger’s post) ” (Not applicable for the first
blogger who starts writing the story)
● Please copy and paste this code at the bottom of the Blog post.
Me and my team are participating in ‘Game Of Blogs’ at BlogAdda.com.
#CelebrateBlogging with us.
●

After the next blogger in the queue who is after you completes his/her blog post and
publishes it, include a link in your blog post at the end stating “ Read the next part of the
story here(Hyperlink to the next bloggers blog post)”

12. What are the parameters on which the stories will be judged by the jury?
Ans . The following are the parameters on which the stories will be judged.
● Number of Blog post per team
● Creativity
● Continuation to the Story line
● Relevance to the characters/Theme
● Use of the language
PLEASE NOTE: The points are allotted by the jury and not by BlogAdda
.
13. What is the time limit for submitting the entries?
Ans. The team has to submit all the entries before the last day through the given form or the
team will be disqualified.
14. How can I check the progress of my team and the other teams?

Ans. You can have a look at the leaderboard here to know the status.

15. I am the point of contact for my team? Now what?
Ans. You can ask queries on behalf of your team and ensure that one blog post is submitted
everyday through the “form” ONLY. At the end of the round, you have to compile all the stories in
a word document in the right order and send it to us via email.

